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Why a ‘WHY’?
With everything going on right now, the last thing you have is the energy to push, pull, or 
bribe your downline out of fear-based “stuckness” and into momentum building business 
action. Don’t worry, I’ve got you covered!  My Neuro-Coaching Power Questions are the 
first step in helping you help your team uncover their authentic, compelling ‘WHY’ that 
inspires them to act, build, and grow their businesses like you know they can.

Everyone talks about the importance of finding your ‘WHY’ in network marketing.
Your ‘why’ is supposed to be the big reason you decided to build your business, and
it is supposed to be the driving motivation that keeps you going.

Let‘s be super clear here... the chances of the women on your team knowing their 
*authentic, compelling WHY* are pretty slim.

Everyone THINKS it’s money or freedom or status that motivates them to do their best... but 
that’s only on the surface - and long story short, if they only attach “wanting to make $5K a 
month” as their ‘WHY’, then I have bad news        It won’t stick.

        Having a true WHY means digging deeper.
        Getting raw.
        Peeling back the layers.
        And sometimes (most times) having a full blown emotional epiphany about who
        they are... who they want to be... and WHAT or WHO makes them tick.

And without digging into it, the results they need... and you want for them... can’t 
happen. Not long-term, anyway.

Good thing they have you.

THESE are the WHY’s that we don’t give up on.

THESE are the motivators that help us wake up early, grind on the 
weekend, continue learning, investing in ourselves and our business,
and commit to action towards our dreams.

It’s the WHY that pushes us to SHOW UP time and again.

Watch the short how-to video (at www.icaninstitute.com/why) and 
then use my Neuro-Coaching Power Questions to help you guide 
the women on your team to pinpoint their authentic, compelling WHY 
and begin moving into their own inspired business building activities 
that will transform their (and your) results.
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Neuro-Coaching Power Questions
to Discover Their Compelling “Why"

Use these questions to help the members of your team to uncover the compelling “why” 
that will deeply motivate them to take the required actions for success.

1. WHAT do you want?

What will it look and feel like when you get there?

2. WHY do you want this outcome/intention/goal?

Why do you want this result? 

Why is that important to you? 

How will achieving this impact your family/team/community?

How will having that impact make you feel?

What is the story you will tell yourself about achieving this result? 
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I AM enough!

Neuro-Coaching Power Questions
to Discover Their Compelling “Why"

Use these questions to help the members of your team to uncover the compelling “why” 
that will deeply motivate them to take the required actions for success.EXAMPLE
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These power questions are just the beginning. 

Ready to unleash your team’s UNSTOPPABLE business 
growth and success?

Join me inside ICAN Coach Masterclass and learn my proprietary 
Neuro-Coaching techniques to coach YOUR TEAM through every 
hurdle, rough patch, breakdown in confidence and plateau.

Mindset blocks are result killers—and no amount of business 
skills can help your downline to push through. THEY NEED YOU to 
show up as the leader you are with active listening, impactful 
direction and the innate intuition to see between the cracks of 
what’s really going on.

I’ll help coach you to do exactly that. 

Plateaus, hurdles and mindset blocks won’t have a hold of 
you or your team ever again.

If you’re ready to elevate your coaching, accelerate your sales and 
increase your recruiting rates for a team that celebrates BIG WINS 
on a daily basis, then it’s time to shout from the rooftops, ICAN 
COACH!

https://www.icaninstitute.com/icancoach
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